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Dspace Google Analytics 
 To record User Interface traffic and downloads from 

Dspace

 Until Dspace 5.0 only User Interface activity could be 

recorded , means downloads initiated straight from a 

Google search were not recorded.

 In Dspace 5.0, it has also become possible to expose that 

recorded Google Analytics data within Dspace in XMLUI 

Mirage2 but not in JSPUI



Dspace Google Analytics
 Go to your Google Analytics 

dashboard http://www.google.com/analytics/

 Login into with your Google credentials

 Sign up for Google analytics

 Add new account and provide the website/Dspace 

address which you want to track

 Get the tracking ID and accept Google agreement

Note: You have to provide the public address of 

website/Dspace 

http://www.google.com/analytics/






Dspace Google Analytics
 Copy the tracking Id looking like UA-XXXXXXXX-X

 Open the dspace.cfg file in your Dspace directory

 Find for Google analytics code : 

jspui.google.analytics.key

 Uncomment this line 

 Paste the Google tracking Id in front of this code

 Restart Tomcat

 In Google analytics account , you can view the traffic in 

different forms (charts, reports etc.) after some time

 Now it’s done!!



Dspace Google Analytics
Screen shot of /dspace/config/dspace.cfg



Solr Statistics
 For Solr UI access, type in browser

http://server_ip_or_dns:port_number/solr

(default permission solr access on localhost) 

DASHBOARD



Solr Statistics …..
 e. g of Plugin/Statistics for current running server in cache 



Solr Statistics …..
 e. g of Analysis Report in Solr  



DSpace Statistics
 Default statistics details of Communities/Collections/Items 

visible public (for non restricted items, i.e. Item Metadata and 

bitstream accessible by Anonymous user or specified group)  



DSpace Statistics ….
 Statistics details display as



DSpace Statistics ….
 For customizing default dspace statistics (e.g.: from start date 

of statistics) in /dspace/config/dstat.cfg

 Dspace indexing (set in cron-job)

– Also need to re-index discovery  

/dspace/bin/dspace index-discovery

– Indexing optimize

/dspace/bin/dspace index-discovery -o



DSpace Statistics ….
 Other Statistics command  (set in cron-job)

# Cleanup Web Spiders from DSpace Statistics Solr

/dspace/bin/dspace stats-util -i

# Re-Optimize DSpace Statistics Solr Index

/dspace/bin/dspace stats-util -o

# This ensures each year has its own Solr index, which 

improves performance.

/bin/dspace stats-util -s



DSpace Discovery
After indexing Discover (set in cron-job), display discovery in Home page and left side of search

/dspace/bin/dspace index-discovery

Indexing optimize

/dspace/bin/dspace index-discovery -o



Enable DSpace Statistics
Statistics tab is present under Administer in JSPUI and 

Administrative in XMLUI

The following scripts must be run (in this order) generate 

the statistics:

/dspace/bin/dspace stat-initial

/dspace/bin/dspace stat-general

/dspace/bin/dspace stat-monthly

/dspace/bin/dspace stat-report-initial

/dspace/bin/dspace stat-report-general

/dspace/bin/dspace stat-report-monthly
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